Course: To model various power system components and carry out load flow, short circuit and stability studies

Prerequisites: Linear Algebra, Partial Differential Equations, Knowledge in circuit theory, Transmission and Distribution

Modeling of power system components - single line diagram –per unit quantities – bus impedance and admittance matrix

Power flow analysis methods - Gauss- Seidel, Newton-Raphson and Fast decoupled methods of load flow analysis

Fault studies - Symmetrical fault analysis, Analysis through impedance matrix, Current limiting reactors

Fault analysis - Unsymmetrical short circuit analysis- LG, LL, LLG; Fault parameter calculations – Open circuit faults

Stability studies - Steady state and transient stability – Swing equation - Equal area criterion – multi-machine stability analysis

Text Books:

Reference Books:

COURSE OUTCOMES:

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to
1. Carry out load flow study of a practical system
2. Simulate and analyze fault
3. Study the stability of power systems
EE303 CONTROL SYSTEMS

Course Objectives:
To equip the students with the fundamental concepts in control systems

Prerequisites: Laplace Transform, Complex Analysis

Test signals - Response of second order systems - time domain specifications - generalised error series - Frequency domain specifications - polar plots - Bode plots.

Stability Analysis - Routh-Hurwitz criterion - Nyquist criterion - Stability of systems with transportation lag - gain margin and phase margin.


Gain adjustments for the desired $M_p$ – constant M and N loci - Nichols Chart - Compensator design by Bode and Root locus techniques - PID controller design.

Control system components - error detectors - potentiometers and synchros - a.c and d.c servomotors - stepper motors - tacho generators – Proportional, integral and derivative controllers.

Text Books:

Reference Books:

COURSE OUTCOMES:

Upon completion of the course, the students will be able to
1. Understand the concepts of closed loop control systems.
2. Analyse the stability of closed loop systems.
3. Apply the control techniques to any electrical systems.
4. Design the classical controllers such as P, PI etc for electrical systems.
Course Outcomes:

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Describe the various ideal and practical characteristics of an OPAMP
2. Develop simple OPAMP based circuits
3. Implement various signal generating circuits.
4. Analyze and design various types of ADCs and DACs
5. Analyze and construct various application circuits using 555 timer
EE307 DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS

Course Objectives: To obtain knowledge on data structures and their usage in an algorithmic perspective.

Prerequisites: Basic knowledge on computers


Linear Data structures and their sequential storage representation – arrays, structures and array of structures, stacks, queues; their storage representation and applications. Strings – storage representation and string manipulation applications.

Linear Data structures and their linked storage representation – pointers, linked allocation- single, double and circular linked list and their applications.

Nonlinear data structures – Trees, storage representation and operation on binary trees, application of trees; Graphs- representations and applications of graphs.


Text Books:

Reference Books:

COURSE OUTCOMES:
Upon completion of this course, students will have
1. Knowledge on algorithmic notations and concepts
2. Clear understanding of the primitive data structures and their applications
3. Familiarity of linked linear and non-linear data structures and operations on such data structures
4. The awareness of various sorting, searching algorithms and file structures
5. The ability to design and develop menu driven application programs.
EC319 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Course Objectives:
- To develop a fundamental understanding on communication systems with emphasis on analog and digital modulation techniques
- To get introduced the basics of error control coding techniques

Prerequisites: Signals and Systems, Digital Electronics

Analog Modulation - Principles of Amplitude Modulation, single and double side band - suppressed carrier system and frequency modulation - varactor diode and reactance modulator - AM detectors - FM discriminators - AM and FM transmitters and receivers

Digital communication - Sampling theorem - pulse modulation techniques - PAM, PWM and PPM concepts - PCM encoder and decoder - Data transmission using analog carriers (FSK, PSK, QPSK, MSK &QAM)

Synchronous & Asynchronous transmission - error control techniques – protocols - data communication, link oriented, asynchronous

Modern Communication Systems – Microwaves - optical communication system - Satellite communication system - Mobile communication system

Principles of television engineering - Requirements and standards - need for scanning - types of camera tubes and picture tubes - B/W and colour systems - PAL - CCTV - Cable TV

Text Books:

Reference Books:

COURSE OUTCOMES:
Upon completion of the course
1. Students are able to apply the basic knowledge of signals and systems and understand the basics of communication system and analog modulation techniques.
2. Students are able to apply the knowledge of digital electronics and understand the error control coding techniques.
3. Students are able to summarize different types of communication systems and its requirements.
4. Students are able to design and analyse the performance of communication systems.
Course
To enrich the students’ knowledge on practical circuit design using analog and digital ICs.

Objectives:

Prerequisites: Basics of Electronic Devices and Circuits

List of Experiments

1. Understanding of OPAMP Imperfections
2. Application of OPAMP in closed loop
3. Application of OPAMP in open loop
4. Design of Analog filters using OPAMP
5. Output verification of Analog to Digital Converter
6. Output verification of Digital to Analog converter
7. Design of Multivibrators using 555 Timer
8. Design of combinational logic circuits
9. Design of sequential logic circuits
10. Design of Code converter with seven segment display

Mini project

COURSE OUTCOMES:
Upon completion of the course, the students will be able to

2. Analyze and prepare the technical report on the experiments carried out.
3. Design application oriented circuits using Op-amp and 555 timer ICs.
4. Create and demonstrate live project using ICs.
Course Objectives: To have a better understanding of the different types of data and data structures; storage structures, representations and operations on these data structures.

Prerequisites: Programming in C/C++/any language

List of Experiments

1. Functions and parameter passing
2. Arrays, Structures and string operations
3. Stack and queue operations
4. Single linked lists: linear and circular
5. Double linked lists: linear, circular and restricted deques
6. Linked list Applications
7. Trees and tree traversals
8. Applications of trees
9. Sorting Searching techniques
10. Mini Project: Developing menu driven program for specific applications

COURSE OUTCOMES:
Upon completion of the course, the students will

1. Have a clear understanding of the various data structures, their storage structures and operations on these data structures
2. Be able to identify the suitable data structure for implementation based on given input data and the required output.
3. Be able to design algorithms to perform operations like insertion, deletion, search and sort on various data structures
4. Be able to develop programs for a specific application